
A FOURTH ANALYSIS OF BARUYA CONSONANTS
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Three analyses of Baruya consonants were presented in "Barua
Phonemes: A Problem in Interpretation", by J. Lloyd and A. Healey,
Linguistics 60:33-48, August 1970. The three analyses shown in their
Chart 6 (p. 43) involved the minimal number of consonants possible for
Baruya, and none of them was entirely satisfactory. Since then,
through literacy experimentation with orthographies resulting from
these analyses, and through observation of the direction in which the
language is changing, a fourth analysis, involving more phonemes, has
been found to be more satisfactory than any of the other three. This
analysis is now presented, where it differs from the others.

Perhaps there is a best analysis for every language. When we
are faced with several alternative analyses which do not answer all
the problems, the best one may not yet have been found. In the first
three analyses of Baruya a desire to have as few phonemes as possible
clouded the issue. When the real issue was grappled with--how new
literates read intervocalic consonants --this fourth analysis emerged
as the best one, the one which best matches what the speakers are
conscious of saying phonological ly.

The revised and enlarged phoneme inventory resulting from the
fourth analysis is shown in Chart la. (Cra. Chart 1, Lloyd and Healey
p.34.)

Voiceless syllable initial obstruents now include /c/ as well as
/P/, /t/, and /k/. All are fortis word initially, and their stop com-
ponent is lengthened word medially.

/dApako/ CdAp:0k:6:D 'let them cut*

/yacalA/ Cytt:stl£ll 'seed 1

As well as /b/, /d/, and /g/, the prenasalized voiced obstruents
now include /j/, with allophones CnzD, C

n
dzl], and Cndzll.

The new fricative phonemes /b/, /d/, /z/, and /g/ occur following
vowels and have no further allophones.

All other consonants (/*/, /m/, /n/, /r)/, /?/, /l/, /y/, and /w/)
are as described in Lloyd and Healey pp. 32-4.
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CHART la

Baruya Phonemes

CONSONANTS
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Orthographies resulting from any of the first three analyses were

unacceptable to Baruya speakers. In fact, if these fricatives are

written p and k orthographical ly, literates read them as Cp:D and

Ck:D, and if they are written as b and g, literates read them as Lmbl

and CrjgD; they never read them as fricatives.

A related problem is that initial /d/ changes morphophonemically

to intervocalic Cd3.

/d/ ~ /d/ /daalamo/ 'let me pull /ctedalo/ 'Pull vine

vine from tree

'

from tree !

'

daalo-mo pull-let. me da-dalo command-pull

/t/ ~ /r/ /taalomo/ 'let me take off /daralo/ 'Take off dry

dry bark' bark!'

taala-mo take-let. me da-ralo command-take

If CdD is written t (by analysis 1) literates read it as Ct:H

and if it is written d (by analysis 2 or 3) literates read it as Cndl;

they never read it as a fricative.

These problems were overcome by regarding /b/, /d/, and /g/ all

as phonemes separate from the word-initial stops, in the same way as

/r/ was treated as a separate phoneme from initial /t/ in analysis 1

and 2.

2. CONSONANT SEMIVOWEL CLUSTERS

Of the consonant-semivowel clusters in analysis 1 (Chart 5,

Lloyd and Healey, p. 40), the clusters /ty/ and /dy/ are by far the
most common. (Note that while labial and velar consonants can be
followed by /y/ or /w/, dental consonants can be followed by /y/ only.)

A count of the number of words in a dictionary of approximately 3,000
stems beginning with each consonant compared with a count of those
beginning with that consonant plus /y/ yields the following results:

onan
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/tyalA/ 'salt 1

/gyomo/
g-ya -mo

f let me do for you 1

you-do-let.me

/dyala^kA/

/talotolyA/
tala-tal-yA

! dog f

•to weave 1

weave-weave-nom

.

Thus it seems that the dental sequences /ty/ and /dy/ of analysis
1 could in fact be considered complex units. When the fricative
allophone CdD is followed by /y/ the sound CzD results, and to be
consistent this sound is now also considered a phoneme. Morphophone-
mically initial /c/ and /J/ both change to /z/ intervocalically, in
the same way that /p/, /b/, /d/, /k/, and /g/ change to fricatives.
The added phonemes to Chart 1 are /c/, /J/ and /z/. There are no
indications that /ny/, /fy/ and /ly/ function as complex units.

/dedA/
do-dA

f Say it! 1

command-say
/dozolo/
da-d-yalo

'Say it (pl)! f

command-say-pl

.

LENGTHENED STOPS

The symbols for / ?p/, / ?t/, / ?ty/, and / ?k/ were easily read as
Cp:D, Ct:3, Ct:sD, and Ck:D. However, the intervocalic symbols p, t,

ty, and k were also invariably read as if they were preceded by /"/;
they were never read as fricatives. This trend in reading is
strengthened by the usage in standard Pidgin, the lingua franca, in
which medial and initial voiceless stops are written and pronounced
the same way, i.e. Pidgin p, t, and k are voiceless stops both
initially and medially. Thus in analysis 4, medial Cp:H, Ctrl, Ct:sD,
and Ck:: are treated as allophones of initial /p/, /t/, /c/, and /k/.
This analysis leaves us with the medial consonant clusters shown in
Chart 4a, and the medial consonant-semivowel clusters shown in Chart
5a. (Cp. Charts 4 and 5, Lloyd and Healey, pp.39, 40.)

CHART 4a

Medial Consonant Clusters

CHART 5a

Consonant-Semivowel Clusters

?b
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Charts 6a and 7a provide a comparison between this new analysis

and the other three analyses previously considered. (Cp. Charts 6 and

7, Lloyd and Healey, pp.43, 45.)

CHART 6a

Comparison of Four Analyses of Baruya
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CHART 7a

Initial -Medial Allomorphic Alternation

Sounds which occur in
allomorphic alternation
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NOTES

1. These additional examples illustrate the velars:

A/ ~ l%l /kwakA/ 'soil* /kwAdAgwakA/ 'limestone soil 1

kwAdA-gw&kA limestone-soil

/g/ ~ /g/ /galsmo/ f let me count 1 /dsgalo/ 'Count! 1

gala-mo count-let me do-galo command-count

Healey, Phyllis M., editor. 1981. Angan languages are different: Four
phonologies. Language Data, Asian-Pacific Series, 12. Ukarumpa:
Summer Institute of Linguistics. 120 p.


